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What I think to be successful is to be one that can be relied on and one that
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you remember as having an impact.
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The last three years that I've had her she has done the March of Dimes,
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we raise money for UNM, the hospital, and she's, her and her brother,
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she has a twin brother and her twin brother's the vice president, and so both
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of them have always been real active. Every time there's an event she's there
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as well, whether we're doing the haunted house event, or the Twinkle Light Parade, or something for
the Key Club.
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There was a breast cancer walk that we did last semester that she actually initiated, and so it's
almost like are you a pseudo
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admin or what buddy you want my job? I think McKenna will be a star she'll
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be a rock star in whatever she's doing.
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I think what helped me most with my
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community service was Kiwanis Club or Key Club at my high school that club is
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really great for different types of community service. For example, they do
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like food pantry like Roadrunner Food Bank or they go to elementary schools
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and help giving breakfast and snacks to kids there.
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McKenna shares her time with everybody she's involved with and if it means that she
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spends a moment tutoring somebody that's a freshman that's struggling in Algebra
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I or breast cancer awareness walk on a Saturday, you know, when she still has to
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go to track practice.
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I think the impact that I'm able to make for my
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community is what motivates me the most. I like to see positive change and so
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wherever I'm able to get my hands a little dirty or help someone better
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themselves in life I think that's what I look forward to the most.

